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Abstract The ionospheric responses to the total solar eclipse on 2 July 2019 over low latitudes in
southern South America are presented. Ionosonde observations were used within the totality path at La
Serena (LS: 29.9°S, 71.3°W) and at Tucumán (TU: 26.9°S, 65.4°W) and Jicamarca (JI: 12.0°S, 76.8°W), with
85% and 52% obscuration, respectively. Total electron content (TEC) estimations over the South
American continent were analyzed. The ionospheric impact of the eclipse was simulated using the Sheffield
University Plasmasphere‐Ionosphere Model (SUPIM) at the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
(INPE). The significant variability of the diurnal variations of the various ionospheric characteristics over
equatorial and low latitudes on geomagnetically quiet days makes it difficult to unambiguously determine
the ionospheric responses to the eclipse. Nonetheless, some specific issues can be derived, mainly using
simulation results. The E and F1 layer critical frequencies and densities below 200 km are found to
consistently depend on decreasing solar radiation. However, the F1 layer stratification observed at both TU
and LS cannot be related to the eclipse or other processes. The F2 layer does not follow the changes in direct
solar radiation during the eclipse. The SUPIM‐INPE‐modeled F region critical frequency and TEC are
overestimated before the eclipse at LS and particularly at TU. However, these overestimations are within the
observed large day‐to‐day variability. When an artificial prereversal enhancement is added, the
simulations during the eclipse better reproduce the observations at JI, are qualitatively better for LS, and are
out of phase for TU. The simulations are consistent with conjugate location effects.

1. Introduction

The ionosphere, the conductive region of the upper atmosphere located above approximately 60 km, is com-
posed of a minority of free electrons and ions among a majority of neutral molecular and atomic particles.
Ionospheric plasma is mainly produced by the absorption of extreme ultraviolet and X‐ray solar radiation
by neutral gases, which prevent this type of radiation from reaching the middle and lower atmosphere.
During a total solar eclipse, the moon blocks solar radiation regularly and predictably (Zirker, 1980), forcing
a gradual shadowing condition that can be used to empirically determine the internal characteristics and
dynamics of the ionosphere. However, solar radiation cannot be considered a uniform source of ionization,
and the ionosphere cannot be assumed to be a perfect detector (Rishbeth, 1968). The impacts of a solar
eclipse can depend on the previous state of the ionosphere (which differs among various regions), the inter-
nal dynamics and transport of plasma, the external forcing (i.e., space weather activity and lower atmo-
spheric interactions), and the eclipse itself. Many studies have focused on solar eclipses to improve our
understanding of the characteristics and dynamics of the ionosphere. Appendix A gives a summary of the
results from observational and modeling studies of solar eclipses from 1920 up to the 21 August 2017
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so‐called Great American Eclipse, which is by far the best described and
most interpreted solar eclipse to date.

In the last two decades, ionospheric observations in South America have
increased significantly. This is particularly true in Chile, where there
has been a tenfold increase in the number of dual‐frequency Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers set up by the Centro
Sismológico Nacional (National Seismological Centre, CSN in Spanish).
Furthermore, a new ionospheric station was recently deployed in north-
ern Chile. In this paper, the ionospheric response to the solar eclipse of
2 July 2019 is determined using ionosonde observations within the total
obscuration path over La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W) and total electron con-
tent (TEC) observations over South America obtained using networks of
GNSS receivers. The ionosonde measurements are also compared with
observations from stations located in Tucumán (26.9°S, 65.4°W) and
Jicamarca (12.0°S, 76.8°W) to determine the impacts at different locations.
In addition, the response is modeled to further understand the impacts on
the ionosphere and to determine both the modeling goodness and the
ways in which the model used herein can be improved.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Solar Eclipse on 2 July 2019

The solar eclipse on 2 July 2019 was observed over most of South America.
The path of totality began over the Pacific Ocean, traversed the continent
starting near La Serena in Chile (29.9°S, 71.3°W) at 20.63 UT (SAT¼ 15.8),
and ended near Buenos Aires (34.6°S, 58.3°W), Argentina, at 20.73 UT
(SAT¼ 16.8), close to sunset. At La Serena, a partial solar eclipse was first
observed at 19.37 UT (SAT ¼ 14.6) and ended at 21.77 UT (SAT ¼ 17.0).
The total duration at La Serena was approximately 2 min and 36 s. The

eclipse occurred during an extended period of quiet geomagnetic activity conditions and very low solar activ-
ity (15 quiet days between June 29 and July 20 with Kp ≤ 2+ and the observed F10.7 index ≤70).

An eclipse obscuration mask at 300 km altitude is depicted in Figure 1. This obscuration mask is calculated
at the time of eclipse totality at sea level over La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W). The obscuration mask shows the
effect of the percent reduction in solar radiation at different locations at the approximate altitude, which
would correspond to the maximum ionospheric concentration. The obscuration mask was computed using
a script based on the code of Frissell (2017) that uses the Astropy python project library (https://www.
astropy.org/) to calculate the geometry of the solar occultation at different locations on Earth and the corre-
sponding percent reduction in solar radiation. The mask values are calculated every 30 s with a latitudinal
and longitudinal resolution of 0.25°. Since the geometry of the eclipse occultation at 300 km is different from
that at ground level (Stankov et al., 2017; Verhulst & Stankov, 2020), the shadowing at this altitude is delayed
by approximately 7 min and presents an ~200 km northward deviation of the obscuration maximum.

2.2. Ionosonde Records

The eclipse effects were studied by analyzing ionograms from the three ionosondes indicated in Table 1.
Their locations are plotted as triangles in Figure 1. The ionosonde located at the Juan Soldado scientific

Figure 1. Ionosondes (black triangles), GNSS receivers (red dots), and
geomagnetic conjugate locations of ionosondes (open triangles). Eclipse's
obscuration mask (black lines, obscuration %) at the maximum occultation
time over La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W) at 300 km altitude.

Table 1
List of Stations Used in the Present Work Ordered According to Geographic Latitude

Station Geographic latitude Geographic longitude Solar apparent time Geomagnetic latitude

Jicamarca (JI) −12.0° 283.2° UT‐5.2 −0.6°
Tucumán (TU) −26.9° 294.6° UT‐4.4 −15.5°
La Serena (LS) −29.9° 288.7° UT‐4.8 −16.8°

Note. The geomagnetic coordinates are obtained from IGRF‐13 for 2019 at 300 km altitude.
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monitoring facility of Universidad de La Serena (LS, 29.9°S, 71.3°W) was within the path of totality. The sta-
tion, deployed approximately 10 km north of the city of La Serena, Chile, is an IPS‐42 ionosonde operated by
the Centro Interuniversitario de Física de la Alta Atmósfera (Interuniversity Centre of Upper Atmosphere
Physics, CInFAA in Spanish). On the day of the eclipse, 2 July 2019, the sampling interval of the IPS‐42 iono-
sonde was every 5 min during the partial eclipse, every 20 s during the maximum obscuration, and every
15min at other times. The details of this ionosonde, the new registration system used, and the new ionogram
scaling software developed are explained in Appendix B.

The ionograms obtained at Tucumán (TU, 26.9°S, 65.4°W) and Jicamarca (JI, 12.0°S, 76.8°W) were analyzed
using two ionogram scaling procedures: DISS (Appendix B) for TU and SAO‐X (https://ulcar.uml.edu/SAO-
X/SAO-X.html) for JI. The eclipse reached a maximum obscuration of 85% at TU and 52% at JI (90% and 56%
obscuration, respectively, at 300 km altitude). The TU ionograms were recorded by the Low‐Latitude
Ionospheric Sensor Network (LISN, http://lisn.igp.gob.pe/), and the JI ionograms were recorded by the
DIDbase (https://ulcar.uml.edu/DIDBase/). A correction was made for a 1 hr delay that was noticed in
the TU ionograms when compared with other sensor measurements and their diurnal trends.

2.3. Total Electron Content

TEC was calculated using the program of Seemala & Valladares (2011, http://seemala.blogspot.com/) from
Receiver Independent Exchange Format (RINEX) files. The software calculates the slant TEC (sTEC) from
pseudorange measurements of each GNSS receiver. The clock errors and tropospheric effects are minimized
using the phase and code values for the transmitted L1 and L2 GPS frequencies. Differential satellite biases
and receiver bias are included in determining the absolute values of sTEC. In the calculation of vertical TEC
(vTEC) from sTEC, the satellite elevation and azimuth angles are used. In this work, vTEC values corre-
sponding to satellite elevation angles ≥15° were selected to minimize possible errors.

The RINEX files were obtained from the Chilean network of GNSS receivers set up by the CSN, the
International GNSS Service (IGS) network (Dow et al., 2009), the Argentine network (RAMSAC, Piñón
et al., 2018), the Brazilian network (RBMC, www.ibge.gov.br), the Uruguayan network (REGNA, ftp://pp.
igm.gub.uy), and the Colombian network (MAGNA, https://geportal.igac.gov.co/). These international net-
works of GNSS receivers enable the production of vTEC maps covering almost the entire South American
continent with a high resolution (~500 stations) and temporal vTEC determinations every 30 s. The vTEC
was computed for GNSS receivers at different geographic locations; these locations are graphically repre-
sented in Figure 1. Mean vTEC values were obtained from measurements localized to within ±1° latitude
and ±2° longitude during a ±2.5 min interval.

2.4. Model

The Sheffield University Plasmasphere Ionosphere Model (SUPIM; Bailey & Sellek, 1990; Bailey et al., 1993),
namely, the version of Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (SUPIM‐INPE; Bravo et al., 2017; Santos
et al., 2016; Souza et al., 2010, 2013), was used to simulate the eclipse effects. SUPIM solves the
time‐dependent continuity, momentum, and energy balance equations along closed magnetic field lines
for O+, H+, He+, N2

+, NO+, N+, and O2
+.

SUPIM‐INPE incorporates the E region chemical reaction scheme from Huba et al. (2000), neutral densities
from the NRLMSISE‐00 model (Picone et al., 2002), and neutral winds from the HWM93 model (Hedin
et al., 1996). In the model, the photoionization of neutral gases is calculated using the solar EUV fluxes from
the EUVAC model (Richards et al., 1994), although the X‐ray and Lyman‐α fluxes are obtained from the
SOLAR2000 model (Tobiska et al., 2000) covering wavelengths from 1.86 to 105 nm. In addition, the night-
time photoionization is calculated using nocturnal ionizing fluxes following Strobel et al. (1974) and Souza
et al. (2010). According to Strobel et al. (1974), these fluxes are produced by resonantly scattered radiation
with terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources. Such inputs have been used successfully in SUPIM‐INPE, as
confirmed by the results published by several studies (Bravo et al., 2017, 2019; Nogueira et al., 2013;
Santos et al., 2016).

In the absence of an E × B vertical drift from the Jicamarca incoherent scatter radar (ISR) on the eclipse date,
a composite vertical drift model was used (Bravo et al., 2017). This E × B vertical drift was deduced both from
magnetometers (Anderson et al., 2004) between 07 and 17 LT and from the E × B vertical drift from the
model of Fejer et al. (2008) for other hours. Specifically, the E × B vertical drift deduced from
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magnetometers uses the difference between the magnetic field horizontal component of a magnetometer
located at the magnetic equator, Huancayo (12.1°S, 75.3°W), and that of the magnetometer at Arequipa
(16.5°S, 71.5°W) obtained from the INTERMAGNET site (www.intermagnet.org) and LISN, respectively.
The E × B vertical drift from the model of Fejer et al. (2008) was multiplied by 0.5 for nighttime hours
due to the overestimated simulations obtained during these hours.

The solar radiation input to the model was modified by the eclipse obscuration mask (ObscMask) obtained at
300 km altitude, as shown in Figure 1. Indeed, the radiation was calculated using a criterion similar to that
published by Reinisch et al. (2018), which considers a decrease in solar EUV radiation during the eclipse; the
coronal and chromospherical contributions reach 30% and 0%, respectively, at totality. Part of the coronal
radiation remains to produce photoelectrons (Huba & Drob, 2017; Reinisch et al., 2018), and their contribu-
tions to photoionization are explained below. The modified radiation (IR) for a given wavelength (λ) can be
expressed as

IR ¼ INT þ Iλ<30:4R0 1 − 0:7 × ObscMaskð Þ þ Iλ ≥30:4
R0 1 − ObscMaskð Þ; (1)

where INT is the nighttime radiation. Iλ<30:4R0 and Iλ ≥30:4
R0 are the ionizing radiations calculated by the

EUVAC and SOLAR2000 models, as mentioned above, for λ < 30.4 nm (coronal range) and λ ≥ 30.4 nm
(chromospherical range), respectively. ObscMask is just a normalized value of the obscuration mask shown
in Figure 1: ObscMask ¼ 0 means that there is no eclipse, and ObscMask ¼ 1 means eclipse totality. It is
relevant to mention that the model was also run using zero coronal radiation at totality, that is, with only
nighttime radiation at totality, and the results for foF1 are not significantly different when compared with
the results using nonzero coronal radiation. Since coronal radiation is responsible for only 2% of total
photoionization (Reinisch et al., 2018), these results were already expected. Reinisch et al. (2018) pointed
out that the energetic photoelectrons produced by coronal emissions are responsible for maintaining the
ionization below 200 km during totality.

3. Results
3.1. Diurnal Variations in Ionospheric Characteristics

Figure 2 shows the manually scaled critical frequencies and virtual heights on 2 July 2019, the day of the
eclipse. Definitions of all ionospheric characteristics are given in Table 2. Figures 3–5 show these character-
istics for the interval from 17 to 23 UT (local afternoon) at stations LS, TU, and JI, respectively. The mean
TEC and hmF2 are also calculated for each station, together with the true height electron concentration pro-
files deduced from the ionograms. The shaded intervals represent the eclipse partial and total shadowing
times computed at 300 km altitude.

At LS (Figure 3), which is within the total obscuration path, there is a clear decrease in foF1 and foE, as
shown during previous eclipses (e.g., Cheng et al., 1992). The virtual heights h′F and h′E also show low
values at times during the eclipse. As the eclipse occurred near sunset, the F1 and E layers would have been
affected by nighttime ionospheric recombination. On the other hand, foF2 does not decrease during the
initial stages of the eclipse; foF2 does show a dip at totality but increases after the maximum occultation.
The foF1, foE, h′F2, and h′E parameters were observed throughout the eclipse at JI but only before the max-
imum occultation at LS and TU: The LS and TU parameters disappear before the maximum occultation time
as solar radiation decreases during sunset. As in previous eclipses, foF2 and h′F reach minima several min-
utes after the maximum occultation. Unlike in some other eclipses (e.g., Reinisch et al., 2018), hmF2 has a
local minimum rather than a maximum near totality.

The ftEs‐fbEs and h′Es values correspond to a high/low/flat‐type sporadic E layer sequence with a rather
high fbEs. Though highly variable, ftEs‐fbEs and h′Es are not outside of the expected levels for any significant
time during the eclipse. The sharp decrease in ftEs‐fbEs near totality is definitely due to an f‐type Es and
results from the combined effect of a reduction in ftEs and an increase in fbEs. The presence of this kind
of sporadic E layer may not be associated with the eclipse since this behavior is present on the following days
at the same local times. The sudden jump in h′Es before totality is caused by the transition from an h‐type Es
to an l‐type Es, the latter having a larger top frequency. The estimated peak height of the maximum electron
concentration (hmF2) shows little variation at the beginning of the eclipse, followed by a sudden drop just
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before eclipse totality and a later increase to larger values than before the eclipse. The corresponding N(h)
shows a reduced F layer width near totality, coinciding with a decrease in foF2. There is an apparent
electron concentration decrease at altitudes between 100 and 250 km from the beginning of the eclipse up
to approximately half an hour after totality.

The eclipse effects observed at TU (Figure 4) are more extensive than and different from those noted at LS.
The TU foE and foF1 show more significant decreases than those at LS, beginning with the arrival of the
moon shadow at TU. While foF2 similarly decreases near totality, there is a substantial increase in the TU
foF2, followed by a decrease a few minutes after the maximum obscuration. The TU foF2 and virtual heights
(h′F2 and h′F1/F) also show oscillations following the maximum obscuration. The sudden jump in h′Emin-
utes before the arrival of the shadow is mainly associated with the presence of an l‐type sporadic E layer that
impacted the ionogram reduction. The TU hmF2 shows a decreasing wave‐like trend from the beginning of
the eclipse and also presents a sudden increase before the end of the eclipse. As at LS, the N(h) profile indi-
cates evident electron concentration depletion between 100 and 200 km at the beginning of the event. No F

Figure 2. Diurnal variations of foF2, foF1, foE, ftEs, fbEs, and fmin (top panel), observed types of the sporadic E layer
(second panel from top), and associated descriptive letters (third panel) at La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W) on the day of
the eclipse (2 July 2019). Unqualified values (open symbols), values qualified as doubtful (filled symbols), and values
lower than and higher than the indicated value (filled triangles, upward, and downward, respectively). Same for h′F2, h′
F1/F, h′E, and h′Es (fourth and fifth panels). Eclipse onset, totality and eclipse end (shaded interval). Rules to qualify and
to describe values are those given by Piggott and Rawer (1972).
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region thinning is shown near totality. In contrast, the width is almost
constant, and NmF2 reaches a maximum at totality. Moreover, hmF2
and the F region width exhibit maxima before the eclipse and then oscil-
late after the end of the eclipse. These F region changes do not seem to be
caused by the eclipse itself but are related to transport and internal plasma
behavior.

The ionospheric virtual heights and top Es frequencies at JI (Figure 5) gen-
erally show values within the observed variability, indicating that for this
location, with only a partial eclipse, the eclipse exhibits smaller impacts.
There is a systematic reduction in foF1, foE, and ftEs at the onset of the
eclipse, while the foF2 minimum occurs after the maximum obscuration,
as expected. Unlike that at LS and TU, the JI foE is observed throughout
the eclipse and disappears only near sunset. At JI, foF1 increases after
the maximum obscuration until the F1 layer disappears. The F region
maximum concentration slowly increases, and its height decreases. This

behavior does not seem to be related to changes in the solar zenith angle. The electron concentrations at
lower altitudes (between 100 and 250 km) show a clear reduction, as was noted for LS and TU. These reduc-
tions are related to the decrease in solar radiation during the eclipse.

Figure 3. Critical frequencies (foF2, foF1, foE, and ftEs‐fbEs), virtual heights (h′F2, h′F1/F, h′E, and h′Es), real heights
(hmF2/F, shown together with vertical distribution of the electron concentration), fmin, M3000, and TEC during the
eclipse (2 July 2019) at La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W). Observed values (circles and continuous red lines). Calculated median
± interquartile range for 15 geomagnetically quiet days (Kp ≤ 2+) between 29 June and 20 July 2019 (blue dashed lines).
Eclipse onset, maximum obscuration, and eclipse end (shaded interval).

Table 2
Ionospheric Characteristics From Ionograms

Ionospheric characteristic Abbreviation

Critical frequency F2 layer foF2
Peak electron density height F2 layer hmF2
Virtual height F2 layer h′F2
Critical frequency F1 layer foF1
Virtual height F1 layer h′F1
Critical frequency E layer foE
Virtual height E layer h′E
Top frequency Es layer ftEs
Virtual height Es layer h′Es
Es blanketing frequency fbEs
Type of Es Es type
Minimum frequency fmin
Transmission factor M3000
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The variability of fmin and M3000 was also determined for LS, TU, and JI (Figures 3–5). The LS fmin is gen-
erally lower than expected before, during, and after the eclipse. There is a single fmin outlier related to an
ionosonde failure, and the values during the eclipse time interval steadily decrease at a linear rate of
0.13 MHz/hr, as expected from the reduction in solar‐associated radio wave absorption. No significant asso-
ciation with the eclipse can be observed. In the case of TU, which is 6° east and 3° north of LS, fmin is usually
observed at nighttime; similarly, no‐eclipse effect is found. At JI, which is approximately 6° west and 18°
north of LS, fmin is well within the expected variability, which is rather small (less than 0.5 MHz), during
and after the eclipse. The rate of decrease is approximately 0.04 MHz/h during the eclipse interval. The
much‐reduced rate of decrease is consistent with JI, slightly west and much north of LS.

M3000 is related to the width of the ionospheric layer. A small value corresponds to a thick ionospheric
layer, while larger values correspond to a slim layer. At LS, M3000 is within the expected variability before,
during, and after the eclipse; however, there is a clear symmetric peak, approximately 20 min wide, centered
at totality. This small peak (0.25MHz) coincides with the foF2, hmF2, h′F/F1, and TECminima, suggesting a
change in the shape of the N(h) distribution in addition to changes in the other characteristics mentioned
above. By contrast, the longer double‐humped M3000 peak centered on the maximum obscuration observed
at TU is similar to the foF2 and TEC peaks. The secondary M3000 minima at TU coincide with the TEC
minima but occur tens of minutes before the foF2 minima. Moreover, no such feature is observed for
hmF2 and h′F/F1. The relevance of this result is not yet clear. In the case of JI, M3000 is rather low

Figure 4. Critical frequencies (foF2, foF1, foE, and ftEs‐fbEs), virtual heights (h′F2, h′F1/F, h′E, and h′Es), real heights
(hmF2/F, shown together with vertical distribution of the electron concentration), fmin, M3000, and TEC during the
eclipse (2 July 2019) at Tucumán (26.9°S, 65.2°W). Observed values (circles and continuous red lines). Calculated median
± interquartile range for 15 geomagnetically quiet days (Kp ≤ 2+) between 29 June and 20 July 2019 (blue dashed lines).
Eclipse onset, maximum obscuration, and eclipse end (shaded interval).
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during the ±45 min interval centered on the maximum obscuration. No significant association is found with
the variations in foF2, hmF2, h′F/F1, or hmF2.

TEC presents much more significant variations at TU and JI, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
Particularly sparse values are found at JI due to a lack of correct measurements. Even so, the TEC values
obtained at JI are as expected, indicating a minimal impact at locations with only partial eclipse obscuration.
A substantial increase in TEC at TU is shown in Figure 4 from the beginning of the partial eclipse. The TEC
values obtained are much larger than expected during and after the eclipse time. This large increase in the
electron concentration seems to be associated with the increment in foF2, suggesting ionization of the F2
layer probably related to plasma transport at these altitudes.

3.2. Latitude‐Time Variations in TEC

The mean TEC computed along the La Serena geographic meridian for latitudes between 20°N to 60°S is
shown in Figure 6 (left; the right side of Figure 6 will be discussed in section 3.3). The contours of this figure
represent the eclipse obscuration mask calculated at 300 km altitude, while the latitudes corresponding to
the magnetic equator and the average EIA crests are denoted with continuous and dashed horizontal lines,
respectively.

This figure shows a clear TEC reduction at latitudes from approximately 40°S to 30°S and an increase at lati-
tudes to the north during the eclipse time interval (19.17 to 21.77 UT). This is also observed for foF2 in

Figure 5. Critical frequencies (foF2, foF1, foE, and ftEs), virtual heights (h′F2, h′F1/F, h′E, and h′Es), real heights
(hmF2/F, shown together with vertical distribution of the electron concentration), fmin, M3000, and TEC during the
eclipse (2 July 2019) at Jicamarca (12.0°S, 76.8°W). Observed values (circles and continuous red lines). Calculated median
± interquartile range for 15 geomagnetically quiet days (Kp ≤ 2+) between 29 June and 20 July 2019 (blue dashed lines).
Eclipse onset, maximum obscuration and eclipse end (shaded interval).
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Figures 3 and 4. Nevertheless, large variabilities are also found at these latitudes before the eclipse onset
time. An increase in TEC is found at latitudes between approximately 0°N and 12°N during the eclipse
period. These latitudes correspond to magnetically conjugate regions to the eclipse path (LS* is ~7°N, and
TU* is ~6°N) and therefore may be affected by eclipse‐induced disturbances, as suggested by Le, Liu, Yue,
and Wan (2009). The reduction in TEC at LS during the eclipse time is also shown in Figure 3. The
minimum TEC value is found at (and corresponds to) the time of totality.

3.3. Model Diurnal and Latitude‐Time Variations

The diurnal variations of foF2, hmF2, foF1, foE, and TEC are simulated. Note that foF1 is derived from the
simulated N(h) distribution at 190 km altitude, the usual height for the F1 layer, since no true secondary
maximum is evident. Figure 7 shows some of the diurnal variations of foF2, hmF2, and TEC during the
eclipse at JI, TU, and LS. The results for foE and foF1 are discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

The responses obtained by SUPIM‐INPE fit well with the JI observations. The good correlation in hmF2
between the observations and simulated responses suggests that the composite drift from the model and
themagnetometer‐deduced drift is adequate for the hours without an eclipse. As JI is located at an equatorial
latitude, its height is affected by vertical drift but not by thermospheric winds. Therefore, the match between
the JI simulation and measurements indicates the selection of a correct drift parameter. For TU and LS, the
simulated responses show agreement with regard to the daytime increases and average values of parameters.
Nevertheless, there are substantial differences in the daytime foF2 and much less variability in the hmF2
simulations. These differences could be related to changes in the wind direction or the presence of waves
not considered in this simulation.

During the eclipse time, the differences between the typical condition simulation (blue lines) and the eclipse
condition simulation (green lines) show a small decrease in foF2 and a slight increase in hmF2, which are
not enough to reproduce the observations. Furthermore, during the eclipse at JI, there is an increase in
the observed hmF2, following a decrease in foF2. By contrast, there is an increase in foF2 at both TU and
LS. All these results suggest the existence of a prereversal enhancement (PRE) in the E × B vertical drift
(Eccles et al., 2015). For this reason, a centered PRE has been added during the eclipse over the previous

Figure 6. Latitude‐time TEC distribution along the La Serena (LS: 29.9°S, 71.3°W) geographic meridian (observations, left) and geomagnetic meridian
(SUPIM‐INPE model, right). The eclipse path and its interval are highlighted with white contours, representing the latitudinal sections and the
corresponding times with 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% eclipse obscuration at 300 km altitude. Magnetic equator (horizontal continuous line). Geomagnetic
latitudes ±15° (horizontal dashed lines). La Serena (LS), Tucumán (TU: 26.9°S, 65.2°W), and corresponding geomagnetic conjugate latitudes (arrows).
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input E × B drift of SUPIM‐INPE. The simulations with the added PRE drift are shown with black lines in
Figure 7. The results with this drift show better agreement with the observations during the eclipse time.
The simulated foF2 and hmF2 now reproduce the observations at JI. At LS, foF2 and TEC increase to a
secondary maximum after totality and then decrease, reproducing the observations fairly well. Similar
foF2 and TEC variations are modeled at TU; however, the modeled parameters at totality are minima,
while the observed parameters are maxima, and the observed secondary maxima lag the modeled ones by
approximately 1 hr. Moreover, the model does not reproduce the observed foF2 at TU and LS during
several hours before the eclipse. These issues are related to the large day‐to‐day variability of foF2 and
TEC, as discussed in the following section.

The SUPIM‐INPE‐computed TEC along the LS geomagnetic meridian at geomagnetic latitudes between
approximately 28° and−30° (geographic latitudes 20°N and 49°S) is shown in Figure 6 (right). The simulated
and observed (left) TEC can be compared directly because the geographic and geomagnetic meridians
almost coincide at LS (the geomagnetic declination at LS is −0.01°). The geomagnetic meridian is a few
degrees east of north for latitudes south of LS and a few degrees west of north for latitudes north of LS.
The simulated TEC clearly shows the development of the EIA in the Southern Hemisphere. The TEC latitu-
dinal maximum increases with time andmoves southward between approximately 14 and 18 UT (~09 and 13
SAT) at geomagnetic latitudes from −16° to −21°. The maximum TEC decreases after 18 UT, as expected
during the local afternoon. A superimposed TEC dip is evident during the eclipse. However, the movement
of the TEC latitudinal maximum does not seem to change at the same times. The modeled EIA and super-
imposed eclipse changes fairly reproduce the observed changes. The largest differences between the simu-
lated and observed TEC are found before the eclipse for several hours centered at approximately 18 UT
and range over geomagnetic latitudes from −18° to −32°. This is consistent with the already noted differ-
ences between the simulated and observed foF2 and TEC at JI and LS (Figure 7).

Figure 7. SUPIM‐INPE simulations of foF2, hmF2, and TEC during the 2 July 2019 eclipse for Jicamarca (12.0°S, 76.8°
W), Tucumán (26.9°S, 65.2°W), and La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W). Without the hypothetical prereversal electric field (green
solid lines), with the PRE (black dashed lines), under no‐eclipse geomagnetically quiet conditions (dotted blue lines), and
observations (open circles). Eclipse onset, maximum obscuration, and eclipse end (shaded interval).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Reference Quiet Day Selections

Figure 8 shows a plot of the foF2, TEC, foF1, and foE at LS for 4 days (1, 2,
3, and 19 July). Despite being magnetically very quiet, these days confirm
that there is considerable foF2 and TEC variability, as expected for equa-
torial and low latitudes, where electrodynamical processes are paramount
(e.g., Kelley, 2009). In particular, foF2 and TEC are larger on 19 July than
on the day of the eclipse, almost from the onset of the eclipse to halfway
between totality and the end of the eclipse. The opposite is found on 1
and 3 July. Many published papers have made single quiet day compari-
sons (e.g., Amabayo et al., 2014; Momani et al., 2010) and may have over-
estimated or underestimated the ionospheric response to the moon
shadow. To avoid this ambiguity, Reinisch et al. (2018) compared
observed eclipse variations with model variations instead.

By contrast, foF1 and foE are less variable during several hours before the
eclipse on quiet days. Unfortunately, no variability can be assessed during
most of the eclipse interval since both the F1 layer and the E layer disap-
pear near sunset.

4.2. Ionospheric Impacts in Different Layers

Figures 3–5 (for LS, TU, and JI, respectively) show reductions in the E and
F1 layer electron concentrations following the start of the eclipse, as these
layer electron concentrations are mainly dependent on the production
and loss of ionization (Rishbeth, 1968).

The foE and foF1 frequencies measured near the totality path (LS and TU)
disappear before the maximum obscuration, but those at JI do not vanish
and instead show an increase after the maximum obscuration. This direct
dependence of the E and F1 layer critical frequencies on solar radiation
shows similarities to measurements of previous eclipses at low latitudes,

such as the 1986 eclipse reported by Cheng et al. (1992). The same feature is also revealed in the measure-
ments and models for the Great American Eclipse of 2017 by Reinisch et al. (2018).

F1 layer stratification is seen at TU and LS during the first minutes of the eclipse, but it is difficult to deter-
mine whether this stratification is connected to the event or a regional (low‐latitude) behavior. This stratifi-
cation is consistent with that observed in some other eclipses, the so‐called eclipse F1.5 layer, which is
generated by a faster recovery time at lower altitudes and produces an inflection of the concentration profile
(Rishbeth, 1968).

The existence of a sporadic E layer and its blanketing behavior are evident in Figures 3–5. The decreases in
the LS and TU ftEs‐fbEs during the initial and final parts of the eclipse indicate blanketing during these per-
iods. During the responses of the equatorial eclipses of 1987 and 1999, there was also a blanketing E layer,
which intensified during the eclipses (Chandra et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 1992; Sridharan et al., 2002).
During this eclipse, the ftEs‐fbEs value reaches a maximum near totality at LS and TU, indicating a sizeable
sporadic E layer occurring during this period, but the blanketing behavior is not observed. At JI, far from the
totality path, only the ftEs parameter is shown because there is no blanketing. The behavior of the sporadic E
layer at JI is opposite to the behavior noted at the other stations, showing a reduction in occurrence several
minutes after the onset of the eclipse. This finding supports the idea that the sporadic E layer at LS and TU is
associated with the eclipse, possibly generated by a gravity wave (GW) along the path of totality (Chen, Zhao,
Zhang, et al., 2011).

The foF2 at JI shows an apparent decrease during the maximum obscuration, as does hmF2. These decreases
lead to a TEC reduction and an overall lowering of the layer. However, at TU, a substantial TEC increase is
detected due to an increase in foF2 but with a slight and almost constant decrease in hmF2. The electron con-
centration increase at TU should not be related to northward or southward winds because the altitude of the

Figure 8. SUPIM‐INPE simulations of foF2, foF1, foE, and TEC without
the prereversal electric field during the 2 July 2019 eclipse (solid green
line) at La Serena (29.9°S, 71.3°W) and observations on 1 (stars), 2 (open
circles), 3 (open squares), and 19 July 2019 (crosses).
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maximum layer neither increases nor decreases. This remarkable response difference at almost identical low
latitudes highlights the large variabilities found over low latitudes. At equatorial latitudes, the JI foF2 signif-
icantly decreases ~30 min after the maximum obscuration, resulting in a subsequent reduction in hmF2. The
local minima at JI, TU, and LS are delayed relative to themaximum obscuration by 40, 62, and 4min, respec-
tively. These delays do not follow an expected sequential latitudinal response, suggesting that combined pro-
cesses are at work, not just shadow effects. The highly variable F2 layer response to the eclipse is consistent
with theoretical expectations (Rishbeth, 1968) that consider plasma transport and thermal processes. Such
variability was also observed during several eclipses (see Adekoya et al., 2015; Chandra et al., 2007; Chen,
Zhao, Ning, et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 1992; Chukwuma & Adekoya, 2016; Le, Liu, Yue, Wan, &
Ning, 2009; Sridharan et al., 2002).

4.3. Ionospheric Model for Southern Latitudes

The SUPIM‐INPE model has been found to provide the most accurate simulation representation of
low‐latitude ionospheric effects over South America (Bravo et al., 2017, 2019; Santos et al., 2016; Souza
et al., 2010, 2013).

Figure 7 shows the observed and SUPIM‐INPE‐simulated foF2, hmF2, and TEC variations with and without
the eclipse obscuration. The model does not effectively reproduce the observed foF2 dip after the maximum
obscuration at JI, the significant increases in the TU foF2 and TEC, or the decreases in the LS foF2 and TEC
during totality and the subsequent increase and peak at the end of the eclipse. The model produces only
small decreases in the TU and LS foF2 and TEC in response to the eclipse, giving the most significant reduc-
tions during the maximum obscuration. However, when an artificial PRE is added to the drift, the simula-
tions better reproduce the observations at JI. This modeling result is consistent with a PRE related to a
more substantial fountain effect, increasing the height and decreasing the electronic concentration at equa-
torial stations and bringing plasma to low latitudes. A similar PRE has been observed before (Adekoya
et al., 2015; Chen, Zhao, Ning, et al., 2011) coincident with the appearance of the F3 layer in the JI ionogram
rising between 21.25 and 21.58 UT (see http://ulcar.uml.edu/DIDBase). Finally, the observed foF1 and foE
(Figure 8) are found to be in reasonable agreement with the model results up to the approximate time of
maximum obscuration. No further firm comparison can be made after the maximum obscuration, however.
Both the measurements and the simulated values sharply decrease before the maximum obscuration. The
simulations with model radiation input using all wavelengths for foF1 and foE do not differ significantly
from the results that use only coronal radiation.

The true height profiles provide a truer indication of the reduced electron concentration than the reduction
determined from only critical frequency variations (Beynon, 1955). Figure 9 shows the plasma frequency
height distribution along the LSmeridian at 21 UT under both no‐eclipse and eclipse conditions. The plasma
frequency differences between the two conditions can be negative or positive for geomagnetic southern lati-
tudes depending on the altitude. A reduction in plasma frequency is found at all latitudes along the eclipse
path at altitudes between 150 and 300 km. This reduction agrees with observations of more substantial
effects in the E and F1 layers than in the F2 layer. The opposite effect is shown at higher altitudes (between
350 and 500 km), where the frequency is increased only at the latitudes along the totality path.

The increased electron concentration may suggest plasma diffusion or transport throughmagnetic field lines
that occur at low latitudes, which increases the F2 layer concentration, while the reduced radiation during
the eclipse lowers the electron concentration contents of the E and F1 layers. No similar results for low lati-
tudes seem to have been reported for previous eclipses at southern or northern latitudes using ISR (e.g.,
Cherniak & Lysenko, 2013; Goncharenko et al., 2018; Salah et al., 1986), although most ISR facilities are
located the mid‐ and high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.

The plasma frequency height distribution changes with time over LS under both no‐eclipse and eclipse con-
ditions, as shown in Figure 9. The plasma frequency differences associated with the eclipse are negative at
lower altitudes, and the plasma frequency reduction coincides with a broad hmF2 maximum just after total-
ity. Furthermore, the simultaneous positive difference maximum at high altitude moves downward even
after the eclipse ends.

Ultimately, the simulated and observed plasma frequency changes with time are fairly consistent.
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4.4. Magnetically Conjugate Latitudes

The SUPIM‐INPE model estimations for the northern latitudes along the LS magnetic meridian can also be
discussed using Figure 9. While decreases in the maximum electron concentration are observed along the
eclipse totality path at 200–300 km, increased concentrations are simulated over the conjugate latitudes with
a maximum at 300–400 km. This effect is consistent with an increase in TEC, as shown in Figure 6. At the LS
conjugate location (17°Nmagnetic latitude), an increased concentration is found at an altitude of 400 km but
moves to lower altitudes at higher latitudes. This change in the altitude of the maximum concentration
increase with latitude suggests that the conjugate effect of the eclipse is also affected by the EIA and the foun-
tain effect. These increases and altitudes are in agreement with previous observations and models of TEC at
conjugate locations during eclipses (He et al., 2018; Huba & Drob, 2017; Le, Liu, Yue, Wan, & Ning, 2009;
Sergeenko, 2018). In particular, the model of Huba and Drob (2017) suggests that these effects can be
explained by a change in conductivity derived from the reduced solar radiation in the area of obscuration,
leading to a modification of the electrostatic potential that is being reflected through field lines in the oppo-
site hemisphere. However, the latitude‐time TEC plots for the other quiet days (not shown) also show high
TEC at these hours in the conjugate region. In addition, manually checked automatic scalings of the iono-
grams for locations closer to conjugate latitudes (Boa Vista, 2.8°N, 60.7°W; Ramey, 18.5°N, 67.1°W) do
not show significant foF2 differences during the eclipse time (http://giro.uml.edu/didbase/scaled.php).
These observations seem to be more attributable to the fountain effect.

5. Conclusions

The ionospheric response to the total solar eclipse on 2 July 2019 is presented using observations from one
ionosonde in La Serena (LS: 29.9°S, 71.3°W) located along the path of totality. Data from ionosondes located
at Tucumán (TU: 26.9°S, 65.4°W) and Jicamarca (JI: 12.0°S, 76.8°W), with 85% and 52% obscuration (90%
and 56%, respectively, at 300 km altitude), respectively, are employed for comparison. High spatial and tem-
poral resolution determinations of TEC over almost the entire South American continent are also

Figure 9. SUPIM‐INPE simulations of the height‐latitude distribution plasma frequency (top panel) along the La Serena
(29.9°S, 71.3°W) magnetic meridian (~1°E) for the 2 July 2019 eclipse at 21 UT and height‐time simulations (middle
panel) over La Serena. No‐eclipse geomagnetically quiet conditions (left). With the hypothetical prereversal
enhancement (middle). Differences between the eclipse and geomagnetically quiet conditions (right). Height‐time
distribution of the observed plasma frequency (bottom). La Serena magnetic latitude is indicated with arrows.
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considered. Furthermore, the impact of the eclipse on the ionosphere is simulated using SUPIM‐INPE to
provide a regional representation at low latitudes.

Although the eclipse occurred within an extended geomagnetically quiet period, the F2 layer characteristics
and TEC show considerable variability, which is expected for equatorial and low latitudes. Overestimates or
underestimates of the ionospheric response to the moon shadow are likely when single quiet day observa-
tions are used for comparison at low latitudes.

The eclipse effects at LS and TU are significantly different, even though the two locations are within 1° geo-
magnetic latitude and are separated by less than an hour of local time. It is believed that this result is asso-
ciated with the variability of the EIA.

Below 200 km, the foE and foF1 at LS, TU, and JI decrease with the magnitude of obscuration, as expected.
F1 layer stratification is observed at TU and LS during the first few minutes of the eclipse shadow, but it is
difficult to determine if the origin of this stratification is connected to the eclipse.

The sporadic occurrence of the E layer at JI is opposite to that at LS and TU. There is an apparent reduction
several minutes after the onset of the eclipse, which suggests that the LS and TU sporadic E layers may be
associated with a GW (Chen, Zhao, Zhang, et al., 2011).

Different responses of the F2 layer are expected at JI relative to LS and TU (equatorial vs. low latitudes). On
the other hand, given their close proximity, the difference in the behavior between LS and TU is remarkable.
At LS, foF2 decreases near totality, while hmF2 has a peak ~30 min after totality. In contrast to those at LS,
the TU foF2 increases significantly after the onset of the eclipse, and hmF2 steadily decreases until ~62 min
after the maximum obscuration. At JI, foF2 steadily decreases after onset and then decreases more sharply
beginning ~40 min after the maximum obscuration until ~30 min later, when a decrease in foF2 is accom-
panied by a rapid fall in hmF2. The calculations of Reinisch et al. (2018) indicate that hmF2 should increase
as photoionization decreases below the F2 layer peak. Thus, F layer effects may result from some combined
processes, not just from solar shadow forcing.

The SUPIM‐INPE‐simulated foF2, hmF2, and TEC effectively reproduce the observations at JI several hours
before the eclipse, but foF2 and TEC are overestimated at LS, particularly those at TU. Nevertheless, these
overestimations are within the large day‐to‐day variability found for several days centered on the day of
the eclipse. The initial modeling during the eclipse is not that good. When an artificial prereversal enhance-
ment (PRE) is added to the input drift, the simulations better reproduce the observations at JI, are qualita-
tively better for LS, and are out of phase for TU up to the end of the eclipse. This PRE has been observed
previously by other researchers and coincides with the occurrence of the F3 layer at JI between 21.25 and
21.58 UT.

The SUPIM‐INPE TEC increases calculated at the eclipse conjugate locations in the Northern Hemisphere
confirm previously published results. It was suggested that these increases are associated with conductivity
changes due to the reduced solar radiation during the obscuration. The generated electrostatic potential
modification would propagate through magnetic field lines to the opposite hemisphere. However, the obser-
vations seem to be more attributable to the fountain effect.

Appendix A: Historical Perspective
Ratcliffe (1956) produced a survey of solar eclipses and the ionosphere by considering 200 events from 1920
(even before the ionosphere was experimentally discovered) to 1955. This survey includeswork on early radio
observations, which demonstrated that solar radiation rather than corpuscular ionization was the primary
cause of ionization production (Mitra et al., 1933; Wireless World, 1932). Additionally, different impacts
on density variations and plasma transport are produced in the different ionospheric layers (Higgs, 1942).

Earlier radio wave absorption measurements (Palmer riometers, 61.7°N, 149.2°W) and height distributions
of electron concentration observations (from the Millstone Hill ionosonde and ISR 42.6°N, 71.5°W) during
the Alaskan 20 July 1963 eclipse were reported by Lerfald et al. (1965) and Evans (1965a), respectively. In the
radio wave absorption case, the measurements showed unexpected recombination and attachment beha-
viors, and the authors called for an interpretation. At Millstone Hill, TEC decreases and initial F region max-
imum electron concentration increases were associated with the cooling and downward movement of the F
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region. Evans (1965b) revisited the Alaskan 20 July 1963 eclipse and surveyed the effects of 10 eclipses during
1935–1961, showing that foF2 increases are rare and are more likely to occur at locations with a large geo-
magnetic inclination. Some models of the effects of solar eclipses on the ionosphere were produced during
the 1960s (De Jager & Gledhill, 1963) in an attempt to interpret the enhancement of the F1 cusp and the
appearance of other stratifications (e.g., the F1.5 layer). Furthermore, with the study of the impacts of differ-
ent eclipses, it was possible to determine the recombination coefficients of ionospheric species (Bates &
McDowell, 1957), the identical radiation origin responsible for the production of both the F1 layer and the
F2 layer (Szendrei & McElhinny, 1956), and the existence of different types of molecular ions in the E layer
(Bates & McDowell, 1957; Bowhill, 1961; Rishbeth, 1968). Moreover, the ionospheric theory during solar
eclipses was systematized (Rishbeth, 1968; Rishbeth & Garriot, 1969).

During the following decades (1960–2015), hundreds of papers dealing with specific ionospheric effects dur-
ing single events and series of eclipses were published. A simple review of the terms and the most meaning-
ful stories are given by Mansoori et al. (2011).

Using a combination of vertical soundings, a very low‐frequency radio wave propagation receiver, and dif-
ferential Doppler radar observations during the 23 September 1987 eclipse, Cheng et al. (1992) were able
to establish the following: (a) while the F1 layer was controlled by local solar radiation, the F2 layer was con-
trolled by radiation at the equator (via the equatorial ionospheric anomaly, EIA); (b) the D region reacted to
the decreased solar radiation with an 8 min delay; and (c) there was evidence that an acoustic gravity wave
(AGW) was produced with a 17–23 min period and 293 km wavelength.

With the advent of vast and large arrays of GNSS receivers (which measure the multiple frequency transmis-
sions of restricted satellite beacons), it was possible to obtain the full effects of solar eclipses on the TEC.
Afraimovich et al. (2002) determined TEC decreases of 0.2–0.3 TECu, a time delay relative to totality of
approximately 4 min, and both foF2 decreases and hmF2 increases using 70 European GPS stations and
the Chilton ionosonde (51.70°N, 1.73°W) during the 11 August 1999 eclipse, which occurred under a low
geomagnetic activity level. For this same eclipse, Le et al. (2008) used observations from a network contain-
ing 16 ionosondes (37.1–66.5°N) and simulation results from TIME‐IGGCAS (a Chinese model). They found
the following: (a) the F1 layer electron concentration decreases were more significant than the F2 layer
decreases, even up to 2000 km; (b) the conjugate hemisphere exhibited slight decreases; and (c) the E region
and F region synchronous electron concentrations decreased with time lags of 15, 60, and 30 min at altitudes
of 300, 600, and 1,200 km, respectively, and the temperature decreased by up to 700 K at all altitudes ending
30 min after totality.

Afraimovich et al. (2002) also reported a summary of the ionospheric effects from eight solar eclipses
(1970–1997) giving time delays relative to totality of 0–80 min and electron concentration decreases of
9 × 104 to 4 × 106 cm−3 and 0.1–14 TECu usingmeasurements from ISR, vertical and oblique incidence soun-
ders, and Faraday rotation of the VHF signals from geostationary satellite beacons. Moreover, summaries of
ionosonde observations (40 stations) during 15 eclipses (1973–2006) and GPS TEC measurements (eight
receivers) during six eclipses (1999–2006) in the Northern Hemisphere (0°‐60°N) allowed Le, Liu, Yue,
Wan, and Ning (2009) to determine the latitude dependence of the ionospheric responses (NmF2, TEC,
and hmF2) to eclipses. These dependencies were compared with the results from the TIME‐IGGCAS model.
Although, in both cases, the latitudinal minima of NmF2 and TEC were found at middle latitudes (approxi-
mately 40°), there were significant differences between the model and observational dependencies.

Using simultaneous observations from four ionosondes (located in Spain, the Czech Republic, Belgium, and
Germany), a differential Doppler system (composed of two transmitters and one receiver located in Spain)
and GPS TEC measurements (from more than 100 receivers of the International GNSS Service over
Europe and polar regions), Jakowski et al. (2008) reported the ionospheric effects of the 3 October 2005 solar
eclipse over Spain. They found that the ionosphere responded by (a) an approximately 30% TEC decrease (as
measured by GNSS TEC) resulting from an NmF2 decrease, an hmF2 increase, and an initial slab thickness
increase and (b) a small‐amplitude AGWwith an approximately 60 min period. The former is probably asso-
ciated with a competing slab thickness increase and regional cooling, while the latter has no clear source,
that is, either in the thermosphere (~180 km altitude) or somewhere in the middle atmosphere.

The total solar eclipse on 1 August 2008 over the polar region was studied byMomani et al. (2010) using GPS
TECobservations (14 receivers),magnetometers (3), and the three ISRs of the EuropeanEISCAT consortium.
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They found 11–40% TEC decreases for all stations from the onset of solar corona obscuration until the end.
Additionally, the electron concentration, electron temperature, ion velocity, and plasma frequency
decreased, although the E and F layers responded differently. At two of the locations, the total geomagnetic
field and the X and Z components showed decreases from 28 to 15 nT, while the Y component slightly
increased from 18 to 22 nT. This eclipse was also examined by Domnin et al. (2013) and Burmaka and
Chernogorb (2013) using the Kharkov ISR instrument. Over Kharkov (49.7°N; 36.3°E), NmF2 and foF2
decreased (32% and 17.5%, respectively), but hmF2 did not significantly change, and both electron and ion
temperatures decreased from 180–70 and 140–0 K at 190 and 490 km, respectively. Quasiperiodic distur-
bances of the electron concentration were also reported. The amplitudes ranged from 2 × 109 to 4 × 1010,
and the periods ranged within 20–25, 50–65, and 150–180 min for all altitudes in the 125–510 km range.

The ionospheric effects of the 22 July 2009 solar eclipse over China and India were reported by Chen, Zhao,
Zhang, et al. (2011) and Kumar et al. (2013). Chen, Zhao, Zhang, et al. (2011) focused on the study of spora-
dic Es layer effects over Wuhan, China (30.4°N, 114.3°E), using simultaneous observations from an iono-
sonde (producing ionograms every 5 min) and an oblique backscattering sounding system (1 min
resolution of the echo range and Doppler velocity measurements). They found the exceptional occurrence
of the Es layer during the eclipse with a quasi‐periodic periodicity of approximately 35 min for both the elec-
tron concentration and the spread Es drifting velocity. They suggested that an AGW deformed the Es layer
and produced wave‐like structures responsible for off‐vertical Es echoes. The complementary observations of
Kumar et al. (2013) over the Indian continent dealt with vTEC and N(h) derived from four low‐latitude GPS
locations (100% to 78% obscuration) and FORMOSAT‐3/COSMIC satellite mission data, respectively. Their
principal findings are as follows: (a) vTEC declined during the eclipse compared with the values observed
during seven reference days (some before and after the eclipse); (b) TEC oscillations were observed with
40–120 min periods and were associated with an AGW generated in the lower atmosphere; and (c) N(h)
was reduced at all heights (10%–48%) with a maximum reduction at 360 km.

Amabayo et al. (2014) investigated the response of the equatorial ionosphere to the solar eclipse on 3
November 2013. Four GPS receivers over East Africa (from 2.69° to 6.73°S geomagnetic latitude) were used.
Both TEC enhancements and depletions were observed during the time of totality over all equatorial stations.
The largest TEC perturbation amplitude of≥20 TECu (18–20 UT) was observed at the southernmost station.
Their study also included a wavelet analysis to determine the presence of wave‐like structures and traveling
ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). They assumed that the TEC perturbations (periods from 1.0–2.5 hr) were
entirely due to the obscuration of solar UV radiation, which led to varying ionization levels in the ionosphere.

Pezzopane et al. (2015) showed how the partial solar eclipse (45–54% maximum obscuration) that occurred
on 20 March 2015 influenced the sporadic E layer, as recorded by advanced ionospheric sounders in Rome
(41.8°N, 12.5°E) and Gibilmanna (37.9°N, 14.0°E), Italy. The ftEs did not depend on strong thermal gradi-
ents, which were comparable between the previous day and the next day. In contrast, Es was rather persis-
tent. The Es layer was always present near the solar eclipse time, both at Rome and Gibilmanna, contrary to
what typically happens in March. A detailed analysis of isoheight ionogram plots suggests that TIDs likely
caused by a GW played a significant role in causing the persistence of the Es layer.

For the total solar eclipse on 21 August 2017, the path of totality (approximately 100 km wide) traversed the
central part of the continental United States from coast to coast in approximately 2 hr. There was broad cov-
erage of ionospheric observations with an extremely high spatial resolution; these observations were avail-
able for the first time for an eclipse study. In fact, model predictions of the suggested effects on the time
variations of the electron concentration, electron temperature, and oxygen ion velocity at different heights
and on the TEC at a given place were available before the eclipse (Huba & Drob, 2017). Below, in turn, a sin-
gle ionospheric station report, results from networks of stations, measurements using the Millstone Hill ISR,
the use of extensive GNSS receiver observations, and posteclipse modeling and observational studies are
presented.

Single station (34.8°N, 112.7°W) ionospheric observations in the vicinity of the totality path and correspond-
ingmodeling results have been published by Reinisch et al. (2018). They used digisonde records to determine
the diurnal variations of foE, foF1, and foF2 and to derive hmE, hmF1, and hmF2 using the NHPC profile
inversion program. The International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model was used to calculate the same
ionospheric variables. The simulated and observed foE and foF1 almost coincided before and after the
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eclipse. During the eclipse, foE and foF1 decreased and increased as expected according to the magnitude of
obscuration. By contrast, the observed foF2 was smaller than the IRI values, both before and after the eclipse
(for as much as 1 MHz). There was an foF2 effect during the obscuration period. However, this was not
related to the magnitude of obscuration. Neither its shape nor its minimum value was attained.

Furthermore, a precise adjustment of hmF2 to obtain an appropriateNmF2 suggests that photochemical pro-
cesses are more important than transport processes (winds). Moreover, the field line interhemispheric
plasma (FLIP) model was used to analyze N(h) and the time variations of hmF2. Comparisons with the
FLIP results show modeled NmF1 values larger than NmF2 between 30 and 60 min after the eclipse.
Alternatively, Adekoya et al. (2019) determined the effect of the solar eclipse using a network of digisondes
covering locations north of the totality band (Millstone Hill), near the northern fringe of the totality band
(Boulder), within the totality band (Idaho), near the southern fringe of the totality band (Eglin), 90%
obscuration (Point Arguello), and south of the totality band (Austin). They found a decrease in electron den-
sity during the eclipse attributed to the reduced solar radiation and neutral gas heating. The maximum
obscuration consistently coincided with an increase in hmF2 and with a lagged maximum decrease in
NmF2 at the stations investigated.

Detailed observations of the eclipse impacts at different altitudes were reported by Goncharenko et al. (2018)
using the incoherent scatter technique together with a collocated digisonde at Millstone Hill (42.6° N, 71.5°
E) with a maximum obscuration of 63%. Radar measurements were obtained during a total of 5 days prior,
during, and after the eclipse. The electron density results were compared with an empirical model and obser-
vations on 22 August 2017, which was selected as the eclipse control (reference) day. The results indicated a
30–40% maximum decrease in electron density in the F2 layer (200–300 km altitude) during the maximum
obscuration. Alternatively, the electron and ion temperatures compared with those predicted by the empiri-
cal model showed decreases above 150 km of 100 to 220 and 50 to 140 K, respectively. A remarkable observa-
tion of upward plasma drift with an increase of 20 to 40 m s−1 was obtained above the F2 peak (~250 km)
after the maximum obscuration. This increase was the first report of possible upward plasma transport gen-
erated by an eclipse.

One of the early reports on this eclipse with a large set of observations was presented by Zhang et al. (2017).
They assembled observations from ~2,000 GNSS receivers to derive the TEC over North America and found
what they called “unambiguous evidence” of ionospheric bowwaves lasting approximately 1 hr with a wave-
length of 300–400 km and a phase speed of ~280 m s−1 originating from the totality region. Furthermore,
they noted supersonic ionospheric perturbations from the maximum solar obscuration, which were too fast
to be associated with GWs or TIDs. Similar analyses by Sun et al. (2018) indicated that a “great ionospheric
bow wave front” (~3,000 km wide) was observed. The supersonic moon shadow‐induced acoustic shock
wave resulted in the bow wave trough and crest near the totality path. The acoustic shock wave and plasma
recombination in the ionosphere controlled the formation of the bow wave front rather than AGWs excited
by the moon shadow from the lower atmosphere. These findings seem to be substantiated by modeling the
eclipse's atmospheric effects using the Global Ionosphere‐Thermosphere Model (GITM, Lin et al., 2018). By
contrast, Mrak, Semeter, Drob, et al. (2018) and Mrak, Semeter, Nishimura, et al. (2018) suggested that (a)
the TEC observations and modeling results can be explained by the coincidental production of TIDs by tro-
pospheric storm waves that propagate radially from the storm center with a horizontal wavelength of
~350 km and a velocity of ~200 m s−1 and that (b) the prominent large‐scale TEC disturbances are produced
by direct EUV modulation due to the inhomogeneity of solar radiation.

Furthermore, Eisenbeis et al. (2019), using 3,000 GNSS receivers to determine the TEC, found that a 3‐D fast
Fourier transform analysis permits the full identification of TIDs generated by an eclipse. They found that
these TIDs exhibit wavelengths and periods of 50–100 km and 30 min, respectively, and 500–600 km and
65 min. Moreover, they suggested that these TIDs are what other researchers have identified as bow waves.

Similar TEC observations using more than 3,600 GNSS receivers were reported by He et al. (2018). By using
an involved 3‐D ionospheric density reconstruction procedure, they found the peak depletion at 200 km and
40%, 60%, and 72% depletions at 250, 350, and 450 km, respectively. The integral density depletion between
150 and 450 km amounted to 54%. These depletions were validated above 200 km using the results of ISR
observations from Millstone Hill (Goncharenko et al., 2018) and at 400 km with in situ Swarm satellite mis-
sion determinations. The above mentioned authors also detected depletions and enhancements at the
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geomagnetic conjugate locations of the eclipse in the Southern Hemisphere using this methodology, in con-
cordance with the results of Huba and Drob (2017).

Somemodeling and observational studies (Aryal et al., 2019; Lei et al., 2018) concentrated on the posteclipse
ionospheric response. Lei et al. (2018) found small global average TEC perturbations (0.2 TECu) 9 hr after an
eclipse. Alternatively, multiinstrument (GNSS TEC and digisonde) and spectral observations (OI emissions)
led Aryal et al. (2019) to conclude that it is the prevalent geomagnetic disturbance via enhanced auroral
currents/Joule heating that generates AGWs and large‐scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (LSTIDs)
propagating toward the equator. GITM results show that the associated 10% increases in N and O/N2 at
250 km present oscillations of 90 min with vertical speeds and wavelengths of 7 m s−1 and 36 km, respec-
tively, and 616 m s−1 and 1,256 km.

Appendix B: The IPS‐42 Ionosonde and the New Registration and
Scaling Systems
The IPS‐42 ionosonde was designed in 1974 by the Australian Ionospheric Prediction Service and commer-
cially produced in 1979 by KEL Aerospace Pty Ltd. of Australia under the leadership of Terry Kelly
(Wilkinson et al., 2018). This ionosonde transmits at 576 frequencies logarithmically spaced between 1
and 22.6 MHz in sweeps of 12 s. The transmissions at each frequency consist of three pulses of 41.7 μs, which
are separated from each other by 5.33 ms, each with a bandwidth equal to 25 kHz. In the original design, the
signals recorded by the ionosonde are visualized as dots formed in a cathode‐ray tube screen. The recording
of each point on the screen was achieved by a 16 mm camera whose shutter remained open for 12 s. In later
versions of the equipment, the data were acquired digitally using DOS code (the Auckland University
DIGION system) designed by Titheridge (1994a). Due to the failure of the digital acquisition system several
weeks before the eclipse and because the original camera was no longer available, a new registration system
was developed.

An 8 megapixel Raspberry Pi digital camera was attached to the IPS‐42 monitor screen and operated using a
Raspberry Pi computer. A small 3‐D‐printed structure was designed to support the computer and the camera
centered over the screen with a final distance between the camera lens and screen of approximately 7 cm.
The general‐purpose input‐output (GPIO) pins of the Raspberry Pi (Upton & Halfacree, 2016) were used
to trigger a switch for the old camera system activation signal, which dropped from 5 to 0 V just 2 s before
an ionogram sequence was initiated. This signal switch was used to launch a video capture of each scan.
The captured video was subsequently converted to an image of an ionogram. This image conversion was per-
formed by adding the frames of each video to a grayscale image and using different perspective corrections
andmorphological operations to reduce the error of each ionogram to aminimum, obtaining a virtual height
estimation uncertainty identical to the default IPS‐42 height error (±5 km).

Obtained ionograms were reduced using a new scaling tool, Digitized Ionogram Scaling Software (DISS;
Urra, 2019). DISS is a MATLAB script based on the same principles of DIGION software (Titheridge,
1994a), allowing data to be acquired by manually scaling 12 variables from the E and F layers, with
qualifying/descriptive letters following the proper accuracy rules. This software uses the pixel‐to‐frequency
relationship described in the DIGION manual (Titheridge, 1994b) to avoid selecting frequencies and virtual
heights that are not practically feasible by the ionosonde electronics.

Data Availability Statement

The ionosonde data used and the numerical model outputs are available online (https://www2.dgeo.udec.cl/
IONO/Eclipse).
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